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The Special Projects Group (SPG) members are visiting local repositories to learn what 
genealogy related materials may be available for review by our MAGS members in 
researching their ancestors and/or gaining historical context to enhance their stories. In 
this issue we cover our visit to the Parsippany Historical & Preservation Society (PH&PS) 
and its Museum at the Bowlsby-DeGelleke House at 320 Baldwin Road, Parsippany, New 
Jersey.  

The SPG was invited to a tour of the Bowlsby-DeGelleke House and Museum during 
January. It is a historic farmhouse built in 1790, and was purchased by the PH&PS in 
1997, and is included in the National Register of Historic Places. In use today as the 
township Museum it honors Parsippany’s farming heritage while also spotlighting the 
home’s past inhabitants. The most recent exhibit focused on the Civil War Era and 
those who fought or kept the home fires burning. The PH&PS manages several historic 
homes and has quite a collection of local artifacts and documentation. Currently the 
archives are not opened to the public as the PH&PS coordinates its reorganization into 
the latest facility acquired, the Smith-Baldwin House. However, the PH&PS learned of 
our voluntary document inventory projects and requested some assistance in organizing 
and digitalizing materials related to genealogy research. Our tour revealed the PH&PS 
storage of several detailed family histories, numerous photo albums, original local deeds 
and maps, census reports, journals and Bibles.  

During a second visit to the Bowlsby-DeGelleke House in January, our four-person 
committee began to inventory a number of resources that should assist those with local 
ancestors in Morris County. Society President Randy Tortorello agreed that in exchange 
for our inventory work the Society would allow us to share the results with our MAGS 
membership. We have begun to capture and index the following items: numerous 
surname and places folders, individual photos along with family notes, family photo 
albums, original deeds, land transactions, diaries, maps, blueprints and many more 
items.  

The Bowlsby-DeGelleke House Museum is open for special exhibits. The Special Projects 
Group will continue to visit Parsippany Historical and Preservation Society until the 
genealogical inventory is complete. This list will provide additional Morris County related 
genealogical resources that members will be able to access.  
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 MAGS members Ginny Walton & Sandi Kron volunteering at a special program   
at the Smith-Baldwin House. 
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• SPG members Jody Lutter & Bonnie Mangold at work compiling            

genealogical records for the PH&PS. 

• The SPG was happy to add another member in January, MAGS Member Jody 

Lutter, who joined us in our Parsippany adventure.  

• NOTE 

Since the article was published in the March 2016 issue of the MAGS Newsletter, the 
SPG has visited the museum twenty times and the inventory has grown. MAGS 
members Ginny Walton and Sandi Kron have also given many hours to this project. 
After the proof reading is completed the inventory will be on the MAGS free public 
website. 

 


